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scene, and Dying.#include
"license_pbs.h" /* See here for the

software license */ #include
"list_mk_pbs.h" #include "list_mgr.h"

#include "test_list_threads.h" #include
#include #include "tracepbs_rpm.h"
#include "master.h" /* pbs_mgr */

#include "libpbs.h" void
*TestListThreader(void *); /* * test list

management under threaded message
passing */ void

test_list_threads(list_mgr_p_t *lmgr, int
do_cleanup, int max_threads) { int i;

char *bin_file; const char *err; bin_file =
"TestListThreads-s" TEST_FILE_PBS_DIR
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"\"; err = nil; /* only do cleanup test
under threaded message passing */ if

(do_cleanup) { master =
test_list_cleanup_master(); list_cleanup_

master(test_list_cleanup_master()); }
lmgr->cr
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